SKYLIGHT BLIND
It couldn’t be more simple. The most
popular skylight blinds, in the most
popular sizes, in five colours. These
simple but excellent quality skylight
blinds are great value and orders
can be turned around and delivered
inside 48 hours. But, if you need it
more quickly, just ask about our next
day delivery service!
Plus, with our four screw system,
installation of the blind couldn’t be
easier.
Our blinds are suitable for the
following window types:
VELUX® ROOF WINDOWS
DAKSTRA®
FAKRO®
ROOFLITE®

Made in the UK

48 hour
delivery service

Ordering your Ouro blinds:

Online at

Call us on:

By email:

www.ouroblinds.com

0800 107 5535

info@blocblinds.com

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Roller Tube		

Aluminium

Frame Colour		

Anodised Silver

Control		 Spring
Fabric Position

Reverse Roll

Sizes			

All manufacturers codes

Suitable for		

Velux® Roof Windows, Dakstra®, Fakro® and Rooflite®

Fabric Colour		
			

Blossom White Blackout, Delicate Cream Blackout, Midnight Blue Blackout, Black
Blackout and Rich Chestnut Blackout

OPERATION, CARE AND MAINTENANCE
OPERATION

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

MAINTENANCE

Operation of the blind is through
a spring system operated by the
handle at the bottom of the blind.
The blind simply pulls down through
the side channels locking whenever
the handle is released. The handle is
then pushed in towards the window
releasing the lock which enables
the spring to retract the fabric. It
complies fully with all relevant child
safety standards.

To keep your blinds looking their
best for years to come, always
ensure that they have been securely
fitted, use a synthetic or feather
duster and refrain from using soap
and water. Should any part of
the blind fail please contact our
dedicated Customer Service team
who can help.

All our blind components are
manufactured using aluminium
and plastic. They do not present
any corrosion problems in normal
environments. The system has been
designed for smooth operation,
together with rigidity to prolong
the window blind’s working life.
Manufacturing and installation
guidelines for the size restrictions
for each type of installation are
included in this specified brochure.

CHILD SAFETY
Being a family run business, we know the importance of safety in a
home. That’s why every one of our designs is guided by our own ‘Safe by
Design’ principles and fully comply with the latest European directives.
Consequently many of our blinds have no cords or chains which could act
as a choking hazard and those which are chain operated come with a wall
secure system which prevents cords from becoming loose.

ORDERING YOUR BLINDS
To order you blinds visit Ouroblinds.com, or call 0800 107 5535
and our friendly UK staff will be more than happy to help.
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